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ROOKIE LEVEL

Rookie Level ABCD’s
At the Rookie level, the game is all about fun, being active, and learning
basic fundamental skills. This is the first introduction to basketball
for most players and it should be a positive experience. Five-on-five
competitions should be limited until later in the level(s). The goal of the
Rookie level is to engage in activity and form a base of motor skills.

ALWAYS FUN

High-Fives & Smiles

BUILDING SKILLS

See Skill Checklist

CORE VALUES

Sportsmanship
& Fairness

Positive
Encouragement

Confidence

Interactive Games

Respect

DEVELOPING WELLNESS

Active Lifestyle
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time because it’s an
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and organizers
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Rookie level include
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ROOKIE LEVEL

Skill Checklist
At the conclusion of the Rookie Level, Jr. NBA players should be proficient at each of
the following skills. Judging proficiency at this level is the responsibility of the coach.

Ball Handling



Toss & Catch



Stationary Control Series



Stationary Dribble
Control Series



Stationary Dribble
Low, Middle, High



Walking Control Dribble



Stationary Crossover



Walking Crossover



Jogging Dribble



Running Dribble



Change of Direction Dribble



Dribble & Balance



Dribble Balance & Push



Recognizing Open
Teammates



Pivot & Pass

Shooting



Stationary Form Shooting



Strong Hand Lay-Up



One-Dribble Shooting



Lay-Up Form



1-2 Step Shooting



Using the Backboard



Jump Stop Shooting

Rebounding



Hitting the Target



Catching & Receiving



Stationary Chest Pass



Stationary Bounce Pass



Pass to a Moving Player



Catch and Pass
Quick Decision
Slide & Pass





Pass & Cut



Ball Reversal



Triple Threat



Drive and Kick (Pass)



Give & Go

Defense



Defensive Stance



Defensive Slide



Stay between Man
and Basket



Tracing the Ball



Change of Direction

Jump, Catch and Land

Other

Passing



Offense

Footwork &
Conditioning



Understand the Basketball
Court Markings



Athletic Stance/
Triple Threat





Defensive Stance/Slide

Introduction to Rules
(Travel, Double Dribble,
Out of Bounds, Scoring)



Controlled Running



Change of Direction



Two Foot Jump Stop



Pivoting Basics



Leaping



Body Control
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Practice Plans
The chart below indicates approximate amounts of time to be spent on each
portion of practice. The twelve practice plans to follow are samples that reinforce
Rookie level principles.

Cultivating Values
& Developing Wellness

Competing

Warm-Up &
Injury Prevention

Team
Concepts

10%

5%

5%

10%

TOTAL
PRACTICE
TIME

70%
Building
Skills
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